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(57) Abstract: Voice activity detection using multiple microphones can be based on a relationship between an energy at each of a
speech reference microphone and a noise reference microphone. The energy output from each of the speech reference microphone
and the noise reference microphone can be determined. A speech to noise energy ratio can be determined and compared to a prede-
termined voice activity threshold. In another embodiment, the absolute value of the autocorrelation of the speech and noise reference
signals are determined and a ratio based on autocorrelation values is determined. Ratios that exceed the predetermined threshold
can indicate the presence of a voice signal. The speech and noise energies or autocorrelations can be determined using a weighted
average or over a discrete frame size.
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MULTIPLE MICROPHONE VOICE ACTIVITY DETECTOR

CROSS-RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application relates to co-pending application "Enhancement Techniques for

Blind Source Separation" (Attorney Docket No. 061 193), commonly assigned U.S.

patent application no. 11/551,509, filed October 20, 2006, and co-pending

application 'Apparatus and Method of Noise and Echo Reduction in Multiple

Microphone Audio Systems" (Attorney Docket No. 061521), co-filed with this

application.

Field of the Invention

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of audio processing. In particular, the

disclosure relates to voice activity detection using multiple microphones.

BACKGROUND

Description of Related Art

[0002] Signal activity detectors, such as voice activity detectors, can be used to

minimize the amount of unnecessary processing in an electronic device. The voice

activity detector may selectively control one or more signal processing stages following

a microphone.

[0003] For example, a recording device may implement a voice activity detector to

minimize processing and recording of noise signals. The voice activity detector may

de-energize or otherwise deactivate signal processing and recording during periods of

no voice activity. Similarly, a communication device, such as a mobile telephone,

Personal-Device Assistant, or laptop , may implement a voice activity detector in order

to reduce the processing power allocated to noise signals and to reduce the noise signals

that are transmitted or otherwise communicated to a remote destination device. The

voice activity detector may de-energize or deactivate voice processing and transmission

during periods of no voice activity.



[0004] The ability of the voice activity detector to operate satisfactorily may be

impeded by changing noise conditions and noise conditions having significant noise

energy. The performance of a voice activity detector may be further complicated when

voice activity detection is integrated in a mobile device, which is subject to a dynamic

noise environment. A mobile device can operate under relatively noise free

environments or can operate under substantial noise conditions, where the noise energy

is on the order of the voice energy.

[0005] The presence of a dynamic noise environment complicates the voice activity

decision. The erroneous indication of voice activity can result in processing and

transmission of noise signals. The processing and transmission of noise signals can

create a poor user experience, particularly where periods of noise transmission are

interspersed with periods of inactivity due to an indication of a lack of voice activity by

the voice activity detector.

[0006] Conversely, poor voice activity detection can result in the loss of substantial

portions of voice signals. The loss of initial portions of voice activity can result in a

user needing to regularly repeat portions of a conversation, which is an undesirable

condition.

[0007] Traditional Voice Activity Detection (VAD) algorithms use only one

microphone signal. Early VAD algorithms use energy based criteria. This type of

algorithm estimates a threshold to make decision on voice activity. Single microphone

VAD can work well for stationary noise. However, single microphone VAD has some

difficulty dealing with non-stationary noise.

[0008] Another VAD technique counts zero-crossing of signals and makes a voice

activity decision based on the rate of zero-crossing. This method can work fine when

background noise is non-speech signals. When the background signal is speech like

signal, this method fails to make reliable decision. Other features, such as pitch,

formant shape, cepstrum and periodicity can also be used for voice activity detection.

These features are detected and compared to the speech signal to make a voice activity

decision.

[0009] Instead of using speech features, statistical models of speech presence and

speech absence can also be used to make a voice activity decision. In such



implementations, the statistical models are updated and voice activity decision is made

based on likelihood ratio of the statistical models. Another method uses a single

microphone source separation network to pre-process the signal. The decision is made

using smoothened error signal of Lagrange programming neural networks and an

activity adapted threshold.

[0010] VAD algorithms based on multiple microphones have also been studied.

Multiple microphone embodiments may combine noise suppression, threshold

adaptation and pitch detection to achieve robust detection. An embodiment uses linear

filtering to maximize a signal-to-interference-ratio (SIR). Then, a statistical model

based method is used to detect voice activity using the enhanced signal. Another

embodiment uses a linear microphone array and Fourier transforms to generate a

frequency domain representation of the array output vector. The frequency domain

representations may be used to estimate a signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and a pre

determined threshold may be used to detect speech activity. Yet another embodiment

suggests using magnitude square coherence (MSC) and an adaptive threshold to detect

voice activity in a two-sensor based VAD method.

[0011] Many of the voice activity detection algorithms are computationally expensive

and are not suitable for mobile applications, where power consumption and

computational complexity is of concern. However, mobile applications also present

challenging voice activity detection environments due in part to the dynamic noise

environment and non-stationary nature of the noise signals incident on a mobile device.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0012] Voice activity detection using multiple microphones can be based on a

relationship between energy at each of a speech reference microphone and a noise

reference microphone. The energy output from each of the speech reference

microphone and the noise reference microphone can be determined. A speech to noise

energy ratio can be determined and compared to a predetermined voice activity

threshold. In another embodiment, the absolute value of the correlation of the speech

and autocorrelation and/or absolute value of the autocorrelation of the noise reference

signals are determined and a ratio based on the correlation values is determined. Ratios



that exceed the predetermined threshold can indicate the presence of a voice signal. The

speech and noise energies or correlations can be determined using a weighted average or

over a discrete frame size.

[0013] Aspects of the invention include a method of detecting voice activity. The

method includes receiving a speech reference signal from a speech reference

microphone, receiving a noise reference signal from a noise reference microphone

distinct from the speech reference microphone, determining a speech characteristic

value based at least in part on the speech reference signal, determining a combined

characteristic value based at least in part on the speech reference signal and the noise

reference signal, determining a voice activity metric based at least in part on the speech

characteristic value and the combined characteristic value, and determining a voice

activity state based on the voice activity metric.

[0014] Aspects of the invention include a method of detecting voice activity. The

method includes receiving a speech reference signal from at least one speech reference

microphone, receiving a noise reference signal from at least one noise reference

microphone distinct from the speech reference microphone, determining an absolute

value of the autocorrelation based on the speech reference signal, determining a cross

correlation based on the speech reference signal and the noise reference signal,

determining a voice activity metric based in part on a ratio of the absolute value of the

autocorrelation of the speech reference signal to the cross correlation, and determining a

voice activity state by comparing the voice activity metric to at least one threshold.

[0015] Aspects of the invention include an apparatus configured to detect voice

activity. The apparatus includes a speech reference microphone configured to output a

speech reference signal, a noise reference microphone configured to output a noise

reference signal, a speech characteristic value generator coupled to the speech reference

microphone and configured to determine a speech characteristic value, a combined

characteristic value generator coupled to the speech reference microphone and the noise

reference microphone and configured to determine a combined characteristic value, a

voice activity metric module configured to determine a voice activity metric based at

least in part on the speech characteristic value and the combined characteristic value,



and a comparator configured to compare the voice activity metric against a threshold

and output a voice activity state.

[0016] Aspects of the invention include an apparatus configured to detect voice

activity. The apparatus includes means for receiving a speech reference signal, means

for receiving a noise reference signal, means for determining an absolute value of the

autocorrelation based on the speech reference signal, means for determining a cross

correlation based on the speech reference signal and the noise reference signal, means

for determining a voice activity metric based in part on a ratio of the autocorrelation of

the speech reference signal to the cross correlation, and means for determining a voice

activity state by comparing the voice activity metric to at least one threshold.

[0017] Aspects of the invention include processor readable media including

instructions that may be utilized by one or more processors. The instructions include

instructions for determining a speech characteristic value based at least in part on a

speech reference signal from at least one speech reference microphone, instructions for

determining a combined characteristic value based at least in part on the speech

reference signal and a noise reference signal from at least one noise reference

microphone, instructions for determining a voice activity metric based at least in part on

the speech characteristic value and the combined characteristic value, and instructions

for determining a voice activity state based on the voice activity metric.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The features, objects, and advantages of embodiments of the disclosure will

become more apparent from the detailed description set forth below when taken in

conjunction with the drawings, in which like elements bear like reference numerals.

[0019] Figure 1 is a simplified functional block diagram of a multiple

microphone device operating in a noise environment.

[0020] Figure 2 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a

mobile device with a calibrated multiple microphone voice activity detector.

[0021] Figure 3 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of

mobile device with a voice activity detector and echo cancellation.



[0022] Figure 4A is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of

mobile device with a voice activity detector with signal enhancement.

[0023] Figure 4B is a simplified functional block diagram of signal

enhancement using beamforming.

[0024] Figure 5 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a

mobile device with a voice activity detector with signal enhancement.

[0025] Figure 6 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a

mobile device with a voice activity detector with speech encoding.

[0026] Figure 7 is a flowchart of a simplified method of voice activity detection.

[0027] Figure 8 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a

mobile device with a calibrated multiple microphone voice activity detector.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0028] Apparatus and methods for Voice Activity Detection (VAD) using multiple

microphones are disclosed. The apparatus and methods utilize a first set or group of

microphones configured in substantially a near field of a mouth reference point (MRP),

where the MRP is considered the position of the signal source. A second set or group of

microphones may be configured in substantially a reduced voice location. Ideally, the

second set of microphones are positioned in substantially the same noise environment as

the first set of microphones, but couple substantially none of the speech signals. Some

mobile devices do not permit this optimal configuration, but rather permit a

configuration where the speech received in the first set of microphones is consistently

greater than speech received by the second set of microphones.

[0029] The first set of microphones receive and convert a speech signal that is

typically of better quality relative to the second set of microphones. As such, the first

set of microphones can be considered speech reference microphones and the second set

of microphones can be considered noise reference microphones.

[0030] A VAD module can initially determine a characteristic based on the signals at

each of the speech reference microphones and noise reference microphones. The



characteristic values corresponding to the speech reference microphones and noise

reference microphones are used to make the voice activity decision.

[0031] For example, a VAD module can be configured to compute, estimate, or

otherwise determine the energies of each of the signals from the speech reference

microphones and noise reference microphones. The energies can be computed at

predetermined speech and noise sample times or can be computed based on a frame of

speech and noise samples.

[0032] In another example, the VAD module can be configured to determine an

autocorrelation of the signals at each of the speech reference microphones and noise

reference microphones. The autocorrelation values can correspond to a predetermined

sample time or can be computed over a predetermined frame interval.

[0033] The VAD module can compute or otherwise determine an activity metric

based at least in part on a ratio of the characteristic values. In one embodiment, the

VAD module is configured to determine a ratio of energy from the speech reference

microphones relative to the energy from the noise reference microphones. The VAD

module can be configured to determine a ratio of autocorrelation from the speech

reference microphones relative to the autocorrelation from the noise reference

microphones. In another embodiment, the square root of one of the previous described

ratios is used as the activity metric. The VAD compares the activity metric against a

predetermined threshold to determine the presence or absence of voice activity.

[0034] Figure 1 is a simplified functional block diagram of an operating environment

100 including a multiple microphone mobile device 110 having voice activity detection.

Although described in the context of a mobile device, it is apparent that the voice

activity detection methods and apparatus disclosed herein are not limited to application

in mobile devices, but can be implemented in stationary devices, portable devices,

mobile devices, and may operate while the host device is mobile or stationary.

[0035] The operating environment 100 depicts a multiple microphone mobile device

110. The multiple microphone device includes at least one speech reference

microphone 112, here depicted on a front face of the mobile device 110, and at least one

noise reference microphone 114, here depicted on a side of the mobile device 110

opposite the speech reference microphone 112.



[0036] Although the mobile device 110 of Figure 1, and generally, the embodiments

shown in the figures, depicts one speech reference microphone 112 and one noise

reference microphone 114, the mobile device 110 can implement a speech reference

microphone group and a noise reference microphone group. Each of the speech

reference microphone group and the noise reference microphone group can include one

or more microphones. The speech reference microphone group can include a number of

microphones that are distinct or the same as the number of microphones in the noise

reference microphone group.

[0037] Additionally, the microphones of the speech reference microphone group are

typically exclusive of the microphones in the noise reference microphone group, but this

is not an absolute limitation, as one or more microphones may be shared among the two

microphone groups. However, the union of the speech reference microphone group

with the noise reference microphone group includes at least two microphones.

[0038] The speech reference microphone 112 is depicted as being on a surface of the

mobile device 110 that is generally opposite the surface having the noise reference

microphone 114. The placement of the speech reference microphone 112 and noise

reference microphone 114 are not limited to any physical orientation. The placement of

the microphones is typically governed by the ability to isolate speech signals from the

noise reference microphone 114.

[0039] In general, the microphones of the two microphone groups are mounted at

different locations on the mobile device 110. Each microphone receives its own version

of combination of desired speech and background noise. The speech signal can be

assumed to be from near- field sources. The sound pressure level (SPL) at the two

microphone groups can be different depending on the location of the microphones. If

one microphone is closer to the mouth reference point (MRP) or a speech source 130, it

may receive higher SPL than another microphone positioned further from the MRP.

The microphone with higher SPL is referred to as the speech reference microphone 112

or the primary microphone, which generates speech reference signal, denoted as ssp (n) .

The microphone having the reduced SPL from the MRP of the speech source 130 is

referred to as the noise reference microphone 114 or the secondary microphone, which

generates a noise reference signal, denoted as sNS (n) . Note that the speech reference



signal typically contains background noise, and the noise reference signal may also

contain desired speech.

[0040] The mobile device 110 can include voice activity detection, as described in

further detail below, to determine the presence of a speech signal from the speech

source 130. The operation of voice activity detection may be complicated by the

number and distribution of noise sources that may be in the operating environment 100.

[0041] Noise incident on the mobile device 110 may have a significant uncorrelated

white noise component, but may also include one or more colored noise sources, e.g.

140-1 through 140-4. Additionally, the mobile phone 110 may itself generate

interference, for example, in the form of an echo signal that couples from an output

transducer 120 to one or both of the speech reference microphone 112 and noise

reference microphone 114.

[0042] The one or more colored noise sources may generate noise signals that each

originate from a distinct location and orientation relative to the mobile device 110. A

first noise source 140-1 and a second noise source 140-2 may each be positioned nearer

to, or in a more direct path to, the speech reference microphone 112, while third and

fourth noise sources 140-3 and 140-4 may be positioned nearer to, or in a more direct

path to, the noise reference microphone 114. Additionally, one or more noise sources,

e.g. 140-4, may generate a noise signal that reflects off of a surface 150 or that

otherwise traverses multiple paths to the mobile device 110.

[0043] Although each of the noise sources may contribute a significant signal to the

microphones, each of the noise sources 140-1 through 140-4 is typically positioned in

the far field, and thus, contributes substantially similar Sound Pressure Levels (SPL) to

each of the speech reference microphone 112 and noise reference microphone 114.

[0044] The dynamic nature of the magnitude, position, and frequency response

associated with each noise signal contributes to the complexity of the voice activity

detection process. Additionally, the mobile device 110 is typically battery powered, and

thus the power consumption associated with voice activity detection may be a concern.

[0045] The mobile device 110 can perform voice activity detection by processing

each of the signals from the speech reference microphone 112 and noise reference



microphone 114 to generate corresponding speech and noise characteristic values. The

mobile device 110 can generate a voice activity metric based in part on the speech and

noise characteristic values, and can determine voice activity by comparing the voice

activity metric against a threshold value.

[0046] Figure 2 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a

mobile device 110 with a calibrated multiple microphone voice activity detector. The

mobile device 110 includes a speech reference microphone 112, which may be a group

of microphones, and a noise reference microphone 114, which may be a group of noise

reference microphones.

[0047] The output from the speech reference microphone 112 may be coupled to a

first Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) 212. Although the mobile device 110 typically

implements analog processing of the microphone signals, such as filtering and

amplification, the analog processing of the speech signals is not shown for the sake of

clarity and brevity.

[0048] The output from the noise reference microphone 114 may be coupled to a

second ADC 214. The analog processing of the noise reference signals typically may be

substantially the same as the analog processing performed on the speech reference

signals in order to maintain substantially the same spectral response. However, the

spectral response of the analog processing portions does not need to be the same, as a

calibrator 220 may provide some correction. Additionally, some or all of the functions

of the calibrator 220 may be implemented in the analog processing portions rather than

the digital processing shown in Figure 2 .

[0049] The first and second ADCs 212 and 214 each convert their respective signals

to a digital representation. The digitized output from the first and second ADCs 212

and 214 are coupled to a calibrator 220 that operates to substantially equalize the

spectral response of the speech and noise signal paths prior to voice activity detection.

[0050] The calibrator 220 includes a calibration generator 222 that is configured to

determine a frequency selective correction and control a scalar/filter 224 placed in series

with one of the speech signal path or noise signal path. The calibration generator 222

can be configured to control the scalar/filter 224 to provide a fixed calibration response

curve, or the calibration generator 222 can be configured to control the scalar/filter 224



to provide a dynamic calibration response curve. The calibration generator 222 can

control the scalar/filter 224 to provide a variable calibration response curve based on

one or more operating parameters. For example, the calibration generator 222 can

include or otherwise access a signal power detector (not shown) and can vary the

response of the scalar/filter 224 in response to the speech or noise power. Other

embodiments may utilize other parameters or combination of parameters.

[0051] The calibrator 220 can be configured to determine the calibration provided by

the scalar/filter 224 during a calibration period. The mobile device 110 can be

calibrated initially, for example, during manufacture, or can be calibrated according to a

calibration schedule that may initiate calibration upon one or more events, times, or

combination of events and times. For example, the calibrator 220 may initiate a

calibration each time the mobile device powers up, or during power up only if a

predetermined time has elapsed since the most recent calibration.

[0052] During calibration, the mobile device 110 may be in a condition where it is in

the presence of far field sources, and does not experience near field signals at either the

speech reference microphone 112 or the noise reference microphone 114. The

calibration generator 222 monitors each of the speech signal and the noise signal and

determines the relative spectral response. The calibration generator 222 generates or

otherwise characterizes a calibration control signal that, when applied to the scalar/filter

224, causes the scalar/filter 224 to compensate for the relative differences in spectral

response.

[0053] The scalar/filter 224 can introduce amplification, attenuation, filtering, or some

other signal processing that can substantially compensate for the spectral differences.

The scalar/filter 224 is depicted as being placed in the path of the noise signal, which

may be convenient to prevent the scalar/filter from distorting the speech signals.

However, portions or all of the scalar/filter 224 can be placed in the speech signal path,

and may be distributed across the analog and digital signal paths of one or both of the

speech signal path and noise signal path.

[0054] The calibrator 220 couples the calibrated speech and noise signals to

respective inputs of a voice activity detection (VAD) module 230. The VAD module

230 includes a speech characteristic value generator 232, a noise characteristic value



generator 234, a voice activity metric module 240 operating on the speech and noise

characteristic values, and a comparator 250 configured to determine the presence or

absence of voice activity based on the voice activity metric. The VAD module 230 may

optionally include a combined characteristic value generator 236 configured to generate

a characteristic based on a combination of both the speech reference signal and the noise

reference signal. For example, the combined characteristic value generator 236 can be

configured to determine a cross correlation of the speech and noise signals. The

absolute value of the cross correlation may be taken, or the components of the cross

correlation may be squared.

[0055] The speech characteristic value generator 232 may be configured to generate a

value that is based at least in part on the speech signal. The speech characteristic value

generator 232 can be configured, for example, to generate a characteristic value such as

an energy of the speech signal at a specific sample time (Esp(n)), an autocorrelation of

the speech signal at a specific sample time ( p
SP

(n)), or some other signal characteristic

value, like the absolute value of the autocorrelation of the speech signal or the

components of the auto correlation may be taken.

[0056] The noise characteristic value generator 234 may be configured to generate a

complementary noise characteristic value. That is, the noise characteristic value

generator 234 may be configured to generate a noise energy value at a specific time

(ENS(ή)) if the speech characteristic value generator 232 generates a speech energy

value. Similarly, the noise characteristic value generator 234 may be configured to

generate a noise autocorrelation value at a specific time ( p NS {n ) ) if the speech

characteristic value generator 232 generates a speech autocorrelation value. The

absolute value of the noise autocorrelation value may also be taken, or the components

of the noise autocorrelation value may be taken.

[0057] The voice activity metric module 240 may be configured to generate a voice

activity metric based on the speech characteristic value, noise characteristic value, and

optionally, the cross correlation value. The voice activity metric module 240 can be

configured, for example, to generate a voice activity metric that is not computationally

complex. The VAD module 230 is thus able to generate a voice activity detection

signal in substantially real time, and using relatively few processing resources. In one



embodiment, the voice activity metric module 240 is configured to determine a ratio of

one or more of the characteristic values or a ratio of one or more of the characteristic

values and the cross correlation value or a ratio of one or more of the characteristic

values and the absolute value of the cross correlation value.

[0058] The voice activity metric module 240 couples the metric to a comparator 250

that can be configured to determine presence of speech activity by comparing the voice

activity metric against one or more thresholds. Each of the thresholds can be a fixed,

predetermined threshold, or one or more of the thresholds can be a dynamic threshold.

[0059] In one embodiment, the VAD module 230 determines three distinct

correlations to determine speech activity. The speech characteristic value generator 232

generates an auto-correlation of the speech reference signal pSP (n), the noise

characteristic value generator 234 generates an auto-correlation of the noise reference

signal pNS (n) and the cross correlation module 236 generates the cross-correlation of

absolute values of the speech reference signal and noise reference signal pc (n) . Here n

represents a time index. In order to avoid excessive delay, the correlations can be

approximately computed using an exponential window method using the following

equations. For auto-correlation, the equation is:

p(n) =ap(n - l)+s(n) or p(n) =ap(n- 1) +(l-a)s(n) .

[0060] For cross-correlation, the equation is:

Pc = aPc ( -!) + \SSP
n)s S n o r Pc = .

[0061] In the above equations, p(n) is correlation at time n . s(n) is one of the speech

or noise microphone signals at time n . a is a constant between 0 and 1. |»| represents

the absolute value. The correlation can also be computed using a square window of

window size N as follows:

p(n) =p(n - 1) + s(nf - s(n - N )2 or

Pc = Pc ( -!) + \SSP n)s S n]- \SSP n N )SNS {n - -



[0062] The VAD decision can be made based on p
SP

(n), p NS (n) and p c {n) .

Generally,

p c («)) .

[0063] In the following examples, two categories of the VAD decision are described.

One is a sample-based VAD decision method. The other is a frame-based VAD

decision method. In general, the VAD decision methods that are based on using the

absolute value of the autocorrelation or cross correlation may allow for a smaller

dynamic range of the cross correlation or autocorrelation. The reduction in the dynamic

range may allow for more stable transitions in the VAD decision methods.

Sample Based VAD Decision

[0064] The VAD module can make a VAD decision for each pair of speech and noise

samples at time n based on the correlations computed at time n . As an example, the

voice activity metric module can be configured to determine voice activity metric based

on a relationship among the three correlation values.

R{n) =f{psp (4 ρNS p c («)) .

[0065] A quantity τ (n) can be determined based on p
SP

(n), p NS (n), p c (n) and R(n),

e.g.

Tin) p NS (4 p c (n), R{n)) .

[0066] The comparator can make the VAD decision based on R(n) and τ (n) , e.g.

D(n) =vad(R(n), T(n)).

[0067] As a specific example, the voice activity metric R(n) can be defined to be the

ratio between the speech autocorrelation value p
SP

{n) from the speech characteristic

value generator 232 and the cross correlation p c {n) from the cross correlation module

236. At time n, the voice activity metric can be the ratio defined to be:

Pc Ψ) +δ



[0068] In the above example of the voice activity metric, the voice activity metric

module 240 bounds the value. The voice activity metric module 240 bounds the value

by bounding the denominator to no less than δ , where δ is a small positive number to

avoid division by zero. As another example, R(n) can be defined to be the ratio

between p c (n) and p NS {n), e.g.

R(n) =- Pc(n)
p NS (n)+ δ '

[0069] As a specific example, the quantity τ (n) may be a fixed threshold. Let RSP (n)

be the minimum ratio when desired speech is present until time n . Let RNS (n)be the

maximum ratio when desired speech is absent until time n . The threshold τ (n) can be

determined or otherwise selected to be between RNS (n) and R
SP

{n) , or equivalently:

RNS {n) ≤ Th{n) ≤ RSP {n) .

[0070] The threshold can also be variable and can vary based at least in part on the

change of desired speech and background noise. In such case, R
SP

{n) and RNS {n) can

be determined based on the most recent microphone signals.

[0071] The comparator 250 compares the threshold against the voice activity metric,

here the ratio R(n), to make a decision on voice activity. In this specific example, the

decision making function vad(; •) may be defined as follows

.

Frame based VAD decision

[0072] The VAD decision can also be made such that a whole frame of samples

generate and share one VAD decision. The frame of samples can be generated or

otherwise received between time m and time m +M - 1, where M represents the frame

size.

[0073] As an example, the speech characteristic value generator 232, the noise

characteristic value generator 234, and the combined characteristic value generator 236

can determine the correlations for a whole frame of data. Compared to the correlations



computed using square window, the frame correlation is equivalent to the correlation

computed at time m+M - 1, e.g. p(m +M - 1) .

[0074] The VAD decision can be made based on the energy or autocorrelation values

of the two microphone signals. Similarly, the voice activity metric module 240 can

determine the activity metric based on a relationship R(n) as described above in the

sample-based embodiment. The comparator can base the voice activity decision based

on a threshold T[n) .

VAD based on signals after signal enhancement

[0075] When SNR of the speech reference signal is low, the VAD decision tends to be

aggressive. The onset and offset part of the speech may be classified to be non-speech

segment. If the signal levels from the speech reference microphone and the noise

reference microphone are similar when the desired speech signal is present, the VAD

apparatus and methods described above may not provide a reliable VAD decision. In

such cases, additional signal enhancement may be applied to one or more of the

microphone signals to assist the VAD to make reliable decision.

[0076] Signal enhancement can be implemented to reduce the amount of background

noise in the speech reference signal without changing the desired speech signal. Signal

enhancement may also be implemented to reduce the level or amount of speech in the

noise reference signal without changing background noise. In some embodiments,

signal enhancement may perform a combination of speech reference enhancement and

noise reference enhancement.

[0077] Figure 3 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of mobile

device 110 with a voice activity detector and echo cancellation. The mobile device 110

is depicted without the calibrator shown in Figure 2, but implementation of echo

cancellation in the mobile device 110 is not exclusive of calibration. Furthermore, the

mobile device 110 implements echo cancellation in the digital domain, but some or all

of the echo cancellation may be performed in the analog domain.

[0078] The voice processing portion of the mobile device 110 may be substantially

similar to the portion illustrated in Figure 2 . A speech reference microphone 112 or

group of microphones receives a speech signal and converts the SPL from the audio



signal to an electrical speech reference signal. The first ADC 212 converts the analog

speech reference signal to a digital representation. The first ADC 212 couples the

digitized speech reference signal to a first input of a first combiner 352.

[0079] Similarly, a noise reference microphone 114 or group of microphones receives

the noise signals and generates a noise reference signal. The second ADC 214 converts

the analog noise reference signal to a digital representation. The second ADC 214

couples the digitized noise reference signal to a first input of a second combiner 354.

[0080] The first and second combiners 352 and 354 may be part of an echo

cancellation portion of the mobile device 110. The first and second combiners 352 and

354 can be, for example, signal summers, signal subtractors, couplers, modulators, and

the like, or some other device configured to combine signals.

[0081] The mobile device 110 can implement echo cancellation to effectively remove

the echo signal attributable to the audio output from the mobile device 110. The mobile

device 110 includes an output digital to analog converter (DAC) 310 that receives a

digitized audio output signal from a signal source (not shown) such as a baseband

processor and converts the digitized audio signal to an analog representation. The

output of the DAC 310 may be coupled to an output transducer, such as a speaker 320.

The speaker 320, which can be a receiver or a loudspeaker, may be configured to

convert the analog signal to an audio signal. The mobile device 110 can implement one

or more audio processing stages between the DAC 310 and the speaker 320. However,

the output signal processing stages are not illustrated for the purposes of brevity.

[0082] The digital output signal may be also coupled to inputs of a first echo canceller

342 and a second echo canceller 344. The first echo canceller 342 may be configured to

generate an echo cancellation signal that is applied to the speech reference signal, while

the second echo canceller 344 may be configured to generate an echo cancellation signal

that is applied to the noise reference signal.

[0083] The output of the first echo canceller 342 may be coupled to a second input of

the first combiner 342. The output of the second echo canceller 344 may be coupled to

a second input of the second combiner 344. The combiners 352 and 354 couple the

combined signals to the VAD module 230. The VAD module 230 can be configured to

operate in a manner described in relation to Figure 2 .



[0084] Each of the echo cancellers 342 and 344 may be configured to generate an

echo cancellation signal that reduces or substantially eliminates the echo signal in the

respective signal lines. Each echo canceller 342 and 344 can include an input that

samples or otherwise monitors the echo cancelled signal at the output of the respective

combiners 352 and 354. The output from the combiners 352 and 354 operates as an

error feedback signal that can be used by the respective echo cancellers 342 and 344 to

minimize the residual echo.

[0085] Each echo canceller 342 and 344 can include, for example, amplifiers,

attenuators, filters, delay modules, or some combination thereof to generate the echo

cancellation signal. The high correlation between the output signal and the echo signal

may permit the echo cancellers 342 and 344 to more easily detect and compensate for

the echo signal.

[0086] In other embodiments, additional signal enhancement may be desirable

because the assumption that the speech reference microphones are placed closer to the

mouth reference point does not hold. For example, the two microphones can be placed

so close to each other that the difference between the two microphone signals is very

small. In this case, unenhanced signals may fail to produce a reliable VAD decision. In

this case, signal enhancement can be used to help improve the VAD decision.

[0087] Figure 4 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of mobile

device 110 with a voice activity detector with signal enhancement. As before, one or

both of the calibration and echo cancellation techniques and apparatus described above

in relation to Figures 2 and 3 can be implemented in addition to signal enhancement.

[0088] The mobile device 110 includes a speech reference microphone 112 or group

of microphones configured to receive a speech signal and convert the SPL from the

audio signal to an electrical speech reference signal. The first ADC 212 converts the

analog speech reference signal to a digital representation. The first ADC 212 couples

the digitized speech reference signal to a first input of a signal enhancement module

400.

[0089] Similarly, a noise reference microphone 114 or group of microphones receives

the noise signals and generates a noise reference signal. The second ADC 214 converts

the analog noise reference signal to a digital representation. The second ADC 214



couples the digitized noise reference signal to a second input of the signal enhancement

module 400.

[0090] The signal enhancement module 400 may be configured to generate an

enhanced speech reference signal and an enhanced noise reference signal. The signal

enhancement module 400 couples the enhanced speech and noise reference signals to a

VAD module 230. The VAD module 230 operates on the enhanced speech and noise

reference signals to make the voice activity decision.

VAD based on signals after beamforming or signal separation

[0091] The signal enhancement module 400 can be configured to implement adaptive

beamforming to produce sensor directivity. The signal enhancement module 400

implements adaptive beamforming using a set of filters and treating the microphones as

an array of sensors. This sensor directivity can be used to extract a desired signal when

multiple signal sources are present. Many beamforming algorithms are available to

achieve sensor directivity. An instantiation of a beamforming algorithm or a

combination of beamforming algorithms is referred to as a beamformer. In two-

microphone speech communications, the beamformer can be used to direct the sensor

direction to the mouth reference point to generate enhanced speech reference signal in

which background noise may be reduced. It may also generate enhanced noise

reference signal in which the desired speech may be reduced.

[0092] Figure 4B is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a

signal enhancement module 400 beamforming the speech and noise reference

microphones 112 and 114.

[0093] The signal enhancement module 400 includes a set of speech reference

microphones 112-1 through 112-n comprising a first array of microphones. Each of the

speech reference microphones 112-1 through 112-n may couple its output to a

corresponding filter 412-1 through 4 12-n. Each of the filters 412-1 through 4 12-n

provides a response that may be controlled by the first beamforming controller 420-1.

Each filter, e.g. 412-1, can be controlled to provide a variable delay, spectral response,

gain, or some other parameter.

[0094] The first beamforming controller 420-1 can be configured with a

predetermined set of filter control signals, corresponding to a predetermined set of



beams, or can be configured to vary the filter responses according to a predetermined

algorithm to effectively steer the beam in a continuous manner.

[0095] Each of the filters 412-1 through 412 outputs its filtered signal to a

corresponding input of a first combiner 430-1. The output of the first combiner 430-1

may be a beamformed speech reference signal.

[0096] The noise reference signal may similarly be beamformed using a set of noise

reference microphones 114-1 through 114-k comprising a second array of microphones.

The number of noise reference microphones, k, can be distinct from the number of

speech reference microphones, n, or can be the same.

[0097] Although the mobile device 110 of Figure 4B illustrates distinct speech

reference microphones 112-1 through 112-n and noise reference microphones 114-1

through 114-k, in other embodiments, some or all of the speech reference microphones

112-1 through 112-n can be used as the noise reference microphones 114-1 through

114-k. For example, the set of speech reference microphones 112-1 through 112-n can

be the same microphones used for the set of noise reference microphones 114-1 through

114-k.

[0098] Each of the noise reference microphones 114-1 through 114-k couples its

output to a corresponding filter 414-1 through 4 14-k. Each of the filters 414-1 through

4 14-k provides a response that may be controlled by the second beamforming controller

420-2. Each filter, e.g. 414-1, can be controlled to provide a variable delay, spectral

response, gain, or some other parameter. The second beamforming controller 420-2 can

control the filters 414-1 through 4 14-k to provide a predetermined discrete number of

beam configurations, or can be configured to steer the beam in substantially a

continuous manner.

[0099] In the signal enhancement module 400 of Figure 4B, distinct beamforming

controllers 420-1 and 420-2 are used to independently beamform the speech and noise

reference signals. However, in other embodiments, a single beamforming controller can

be used to beamform both the speech reference signals and the noise reference signals.

[0100] The signal enhancement module 400 may implement blind source separation.

Blind source separation (BSS) is a method to restore independent source signals using



measurements of mixtures of these signals. Here, the term 'blind' has two-fold

meanings. First, the original signals or the sources signals are not known. Second, the

mixing process may not be known. There are many algorithms available to achieve

signal separation. In two-microphone speech communications, BSS can be used to

separate speech and background noise. After signal separation, the background noise in

speech reference signal may be somewhat reduced and the speech in noise reference

signal may be somewhat reduced.

[0101] The signal enhancement module 400 may, for example, implement one of the

BSS methods and apparatus described in any one of S. Amari, A. Cichocki, and H. H.

Yang, "A new learning algorithm for blind signal separation," In Advances in Neural

Information Processing Systems 8, MIT Press, 1996, L. Molgedey and H. G. Schuster,

"Separation of a mixture of independent signals using time delayed correlations," Phys.

Rev. Lett., 72(23): 3634-3637, 1994, or L. Parra and C. Spence, "Convolutive blind

source separation of non-stationary sources", IEEE Trans on Speech and Audio

Processing, 8(3): 320-327, May 2000.

VAD based on more aggressive signal enhancement

[0102] Sometimes the background noise level is so high that the signal SNR is still

not good after beamforming or signal separation. In this case, the signal SNR in speech

reference signal can be further enhanced. For example, the signal enhancement module

400 can implement spectral subtraction to further enhance the SNR of the speech

reference signal. The noise reference signal may or may not need to be enhanced in this

case.

[0103] The signal enhancement module 400 may, for example, implement one of the

spectral subtraction methods and apparatus described in any one of S. F. Boll,

"Suppression of Acoustic Noise in Speech Using Spectral Subtraction," IEEE Trans.

Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing, 27(2): 112-120, April 1979, R. Mukai, S.

Araki, H. Sawada and S. Makino, "Removal of residual crosstalk components in blind

source separation using LMS filters," In Proc. of 12th IEEE Workshop on Neural

Networks for Signal Processing, pp. 435-444, Martigny, Switzerland, Sept. 2002, or R.

Mukai, S. Araki, H. Sawada and S. Makino, "Removal of residual cross-talk



components in blind source separation using time-delayed spectral subtraction," In

Proc. of ICASSP 2002, pp. 1789-1792, May. 2002.

POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS

[0104] The VAD methods and apparatus described herein can be used to suppress

background noise. The examples provided below are not exhaustive of possible

applications and do not limit the application of the multiple-microphone VAD apparatus

and methods described herein. The described VAD methods and apparatus can be

potentially used in any application where VAD decision is needed and multiple

microphone signals are available. The VAD is suitable for real-time signal processing

but is not limited from potential implementation in off-line signal processing

applications.

[0105] Figure 5 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a

mobile device 110 with a voice activity detector with optional signal enhancement. The

VAD decision from the VAD module 230 may be used to control the gain of a variable

gain amplifier 510.

[0106] The VAD module 230 may couple the output voice activity detection signal to

the input of a gain generator 520 or controller, that is configured to control the gain

applied to the speech reference signal. In one embodiment, the gain generator 520 is

configured to control the gain applied by a variable gain amplifier 510. The variable

gain amplifier 510 is shown as implemented in the digital domain, and can be

implemented, for example, as a sealer, multiplier, shift register, register rotator, and the

like, or some combination thereof.

[0107] As an example, a scalar gain controlled by the two-microphone VAD can be

applied to speech reference signal. As a specific example, the gain from the variable

gain amplifier 510 may be set to 1 when speech is detected. The gain from the variable

gain amplifier 510 may be set to be less than 1 when speech is not detected.

[0108] The variable gain amplifier 510 is shown in the digital domain, but the

variable gain can be applied directly to a signal from the speech reference microphone

112. The variable gain can also be applied to speech reference signal in the digital



domain or to the enhanced speech reference signal obtained from the signal

enhancement module 400, as shown in Figure 5 .

[0109] The VAD methods and apparatus described herein can also be used to assist

modern speech coding. Figure 6 is a simplified functional block diagram of an

embodiment of a mobile device 110 with a voice activity detector controlling speech

encoding.

[0110] In the embodiment of Figure 6, the VAD module 230 couples the VAD

decision to a control input of a speech coder 600.

[0111] In general, modern speech coders may have internal voice activity detectors,

which traditionally use the signal or enhanced signal from one microphone. By using

two-microphone signal enhancement, such as provided by the signal enhancement

module 400, the signal received by the internal VAD may have better SNR than the

original microphone signal. Therefore, it is likely that the internal VAD using enhanced

signal may make a more reliable decision. By combining the decision from internal

VAD and the external VAD, which uses two signals, it is possible to obtain even more

reliable VAD decision. For example, the speech coder 600 can be configured to

perform a logical combination of the internal VAD decision and the VAD decision from

the VAD module 230. The speech coder 600 can, for example, operate on the logical

AND or the logical OR of the two signals.

[0112] Figure 7 is a flowchart of a simplified method 700 of voice activity detection.

The method 700 can be implemented by the mobile device of Figure 1 one or a

combination of the apparatus and techniques described in relation to Figures 2-6.

[0113] The method 700 is described with several optional steps which may be omitted

in particular implementations. Additionally, the method 700 is described as performed

in a particular order for illustration purposes only, and some of the steps may be

performed in a different order.

[0114] The method begins at block 710, where the mobile device initially performs

calibration. The mobile device can, for example, introduce frequency selective gain,

attenuation, or delay to substantially equalize the response of the speech reference and

noise reference signal paths.



[0115] After calibration, the mobile device proceeds to block 722 and receives a

speech reference signal from the reference microphones. The speech reference signal

may include the presence or absence of voice activity.

[0116] The mobile device proceeds to block 724 and concurrently receives a

calibrated noise reference signal from the calibration module based on a signal from a

noise reference microphone. The noise reference microphone typically, but is not

required to, couples a reduced level of voice signal relative to the speech reference

microphones.

[0117] The mobile device proceeds to optional block 728 and performs echo

cancellation on the received speech and noise signals, for example, when the mobile

device outputs an audio signal that may be coupled to one or both of the speech and

noise reference signals.

[0118] The mobile device proceeds to block 730 and optionally performs signal

enhancement of the speech reference signals and noise reference signals. The mobile

devise may include signal enhancement in devices that are unable to significantly

separate the speech reference microphone from the noise reference microphone, for

example, due to physical limitations. If the mobile station performs signal

enhancement, the subsequent processing may be performed on the enhanced speech

reference signal and enhanced noise reference signal. If signal enhancement is omitted,

the mobile device may operate on the speech reference signal and noise reference

signal.

[0119] The mobile device proceeds to block 742 and determines, calculates, or

otherwise generates a speech characteristic value based on the speech reference signal.

The mobile device can be configured to determine a speech characteristic value that is

relevant for a particular sample, based on a plurality of samples, based on a weighted

average of previous samples, based on an exponential decay of prior samples, or based

on a predetermined window of samples.

[0120] In one embodiment, the mobile device is configured to determine an

autocorrelation of the speech reference signal. In another embodiment, the mobile

device is configured to determine an energy of the received signal.



[0121] The mobile device proceeds to block 744 and determines, calculates, or

otherwise generates a complementary noise characteristic value. The mobile station

typically determines the noise characteristic value using the same techniques used to

generate the speech characteristic value. That is, if the mobile device determines a

frame-based speech characteristic value, the mobile device likewise determines a

framed-based noise characteristic value. Similarly, if the mobile device determines an

autocorrelation as the speech characteristic value, the mobile device determines an

autocorrelation of the noise signal as the noise characteristic value.

[0122] The mobile station may optionally proceed to block 746 and determine,

calculate, or otherwise generate a complementary combined characteristic value, based

at least in part on both the speech reference signal and the noise reference signal. For

example, the mobile device can be configured to determine a cross correlation of the

two signals. In other embodiments, the mobile device may omit determining a

combined characteristic value, for example, such as when the voice activity metric is not

based on a combined characteristic value.

[0123] The mobile device proceeds to block 750 and determines, calculates, or

otherwise generates a voice activity metric based at least in part on one or more of the

speech characteristic value, the noise characteristic value, and the combined

characteristic value. In one embodiment, the mobile device is configured to determine a

ratio of the speech autocorrelation value to the combined cross correlation value. In

another embodiment, the mobile device is configured to determine a ratio of the speech

energy value to the noise energy value. The mobile device may similarly determine

other activity metrics using other techniques.

[0124] The mobile device proceeds to block 760 and makes the voice activity decision

or otherwise determines the voice activity state. For example, the mobile device may

make the voice activity determination by comparing the voice activity metric against

one or more thresholds. The thresholds may be fixed or dynamic. In one embodiment,

the mobile device determines the presence of voice activity if the voice activity metric

exceeds a predetermined threshold.

[0125] After determining the voice activity state, the mobile device proceeds to block

770 and varies, adjusts, or otherwise modifies one or more parameters or controls based



in part on the voice activity state. For example, the mobile device can set a gain of a

speech reference signal amplifier based on the voice activity state, can use the voice

activity state to control a speech coder, or can use the voice activity state in combination

with another VAD decision to control a speech coder state.

[0126] The mobile device proceeds to decision block 780 to determine if recalibration

is desired. The mobile device can perform calibration upon passage of one or more

events, time periods, and the like, or some combination thereof. If recalibration is

desired, the mobile device returns to block 710. Otherwise, the mobile device may

return to block 722 to continue to monitor the speech and noise reference signals for

voice activity.

[0127] Figure 8 is a simplified functional block diagram of an embodiment of a

mobile device 800 with a calibrated multiple microphone voice activity detector and

signal enhancement. The mobile device 800 includes speech and noise reference

microphones 812 and 814, means for converting the speech and noise reference signals

to digital representations, 822 and 824, and means for canceling echo in the speech and

noise reference signals 842 and 844. The means for canceling echo operate in

conjunction with means for combining a signal 832 and 834 with the output from the

means for canceling.

[0128] The echo canceled speech and noise reference signals can be coupled to a

means for calibrating 850 a spectral response of a speech reference signal path to be

substantially similar to a spectral response of a noise reference signal path. The speech

and noise reference signals can also be coupled to a means for enhancing 856 at least

one of the speech reference signal or the noise reference signal. If the means for

enhancing 856 is used, the voice activity metric is based at least in part on one of an

enhanced speech reference signal or an enhanced noise reference signal.

[0129] A means for detecting 860 voice activity can include means for determining an

autocorrelation based on the speech reference signal, means for determining a cross

correlation based on the speech reference signal and the noise reference signal, means

for determining a voice activity metric based in part on a ratio of the autocorrelation of

the speech reference signal to the cross correlation, and means for determining a voice

activity state by comparing the voice activity metric to at least one threshold



[0130] Methods and apparatus for voce activity detection and varying the operation of

one or more portions of a mobile device based on the voice activity state are described

herein. The VAD methods and apparatus presented herein can be used alone, they can

be combined with traditional VAD methods and apparatus to make more reliable VAD

decisions. As an example, the disclosed VAD method can be combined with a zero-

crossing method to make a more reliable decision of voice activity.

[0131] It should be noted that a person having ordinary skill in the art will recognize

that a circuit may implement some or all of the functions described above. There may

be one circuit that implements all the functions. There may also be multiple sections of

a circuit in combination with a second circuit that may implement all the functions. In

general, if multiple functions are implemented in the circuit, it may be an integrated

circuit. With current mobile platform technologies, an integrated circuit comprises at

least one digital signal processor (DSP), and at least one ARM processor to control

and/or communicate to the at least one DSPs. A circuit may be described by sections.

Often sections are re-used to perform different functions. Hence, in describing what

circuits comprise some of the descriptions above, it is understood to one of ordinary

skill in the art that a first section, a second section, a third section, a fourth section and a

fifth section of a circuit may be the same circuit, or it may be different circuits that are

part of a larger circuit or set of circuits.

[0132] A circuit may be configured to detect voice activity, the circuit comprising a first

section adapted to receive an output speech reference signal from a speech reference

microphone. The same circuit, a different circuit, or a second section of the same or

different circuit may be configured to receive an output reference signal from a noise

reference microphone. In addition, there may be a same circuit, a different circuit, or a

third section of the same or different circuit comprising a speech characteristic value

generator coupled to the first section configured to determine a speech characteristic

value. A fourth section comprising a combined characteristic value generator coupled

to the first section and the second section configured to determine a combined

characteristic value may also be part of the integrated circuit. Furthermore, a fifth

section comprising a voice activity metric module configured to determine a voice

activity metric based at least in part on the speech characteristic value and the combined



characteristic value may be part of the integrated circuit. In order to compare the voice

activity metric against a threshold and output a voice activity state a comparator may be

used. In general, any of the sections (first, second, third, fourth or fifth) may be part or

separate from the integrated circuit. That is, the sections may each be part of one larger

circuit, or they may each be separate integrated circuits or a combination of the two.

[0133] As described above, the speech reference microphone comprises a plurality of

microphones and the speech characteristic value generator may be configured to

determine an autocorrelation of the speech reference signal and/or determine an energy

of the speech reference signal, and/or determine a weighted average based on an

exponential decay of prior speech characteristic values. The functions of the speech

characteristic value generator may be implemented in one or more sections of a circuit

as described above.

[0134] As used herein, the term coupled or connected is used to mean an indirect

coupling as well as a direct coupling or connection. Where two or more blocks,

modules, devices, or apparatus are coupled, there may be one or more intervening

blocks between the two coupled blocks.

[0135] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, and circuits described in

connection with the embodiments disclosed herein may be implemented or performed

with a general purpose processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), a Reduced

Instruction Set Computer (RISC) processor, an application specific integrated circuit

(ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or other programmable logic device,

discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any combination

thereof designed to perform the functions described herein. A general purpose

processor may be a microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may be any

processor, controller, microcontroller, or state machine. A processor may also be

implemented as a combination of computing devices, for example, a combination of a

DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors, one or more microprocessors

in conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.

[0136] The steps of a method, process, or algorithm described in connection with the

embodiments disclosed herein may be embodied directly in hardware, in a software



module executed by a processor, or in a combination of the two. The various steps or

acts in a method or process may be performed in the order shown, or may be performed

in another order. Additionally, one or more process or method steps may be omitted or

one or more process or method steps may be added to the methods and processes. An

additional step, block, or action may be added in the beginning, end, or intervening

existing elements of the methods and processes.

[0137] The above description of the disclosed embodiments is provided to enable any

person of ordinary skill in the art to make or use the disclosure. Various modifications

to these embodiments will be readily apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art, and

the generic principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments without

departing from the spirit or scope of the disclosure. Thus, the disclosure is not intended

to be limited to the embodiments shown herein but is to be accorded the widest scope

consistent with the principles and novel features disclosed herein.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method of detecting voice activity, the method comprising:

receiving a speech reference signal from a speech reference microphone;

receiving a noise reference signal from a noise reference microphone distinct

from the speech reference microphone;

determining a speech characteristic value based at least in part on the speech

reference signal;

determining a combined characteristic value based at least in part on the speech

reference signal and the noise reference signal;

determining a voice activity metric based at least in part on the speech

characteristic value and the combined characteristic value, wherein determining the

speech characteristic value comprises determining an absolute value of the

autocorrelation of the speech reference signal; and

determining a voice activity state based on the voice activity metric.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising beamforming at least one of

the speech reference signal or voice reference signal.

3 . The method of claim 1, further comprising performing Blind Source

Separation (BSS) on the speech reference signal and noise reference signal to enhance a

speech signal component in the speech reference signal.

4 . The method of claim 1, further comprising performing spectral

subtraction on at least one of the speech reference signal or noise reference signal.

5 . The method of claim 1, further comprising determining a noise

characteristic value based at least in part on the noise reference signal, and wherein the

voice activity metric is based at least in part on the noise characteristic value.

6 . The method of claim 1, the speech reference signal includes the presence

or absence of voice activity.



7 . The method of claim 6, wherein the autocorrelation comprises a

weighted sum of a prior autocorrelation with a speech reference energy at a particular

time instance.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the speech characteristic

value comprises determining an energy of the speech reference signal.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein determining the combined characteristic

value comprises determining a cross correlation based on the speech reference signal

and noise reference signal.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the voice activity state

comprises comparing the voice activity metric against a threshold.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein:

the speech reference microphone comprises at least one speech microphone;

the noise reference microphone comprises at least one noise microphone distinct

from the at least one speech microphone;

determining the speech characteristic value comprises determining an

autocorrelation based on the speech reference signal;

determining the combined characteristic value comprises determining a cross

correlation based on the speech reference signal and the noise reference signal;

determining the voice activity metric is based in part on determining a ratio of

the absolute value of the autocorrelation of the speech reference signal to the cross

correlation; and

determining the voice activity state comprises comparing the voice activity

metric to at least one threshold.

12. The method of claim 11, further comprising performing signal

enhancement of at least one of the speech reference signal or the noise reference signal,

and wherein the voice activity metric is based at least in part on one of an enhanced

speech reference signal or an enhanced noise reference signal.

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising varying an operating

parameter based on the voice activity state.



14. The method of claim 13, wherein the operating parameter comprises a

gain applied to the speech reference signal.

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the operating parameter comprises a

state of a speech coder operating on the speech reference signal.

16. An apparatus configured to detect voice activity, the apparatus

comprising:

a speech reference microphone configured to output a speech reference signal;

a noise reference microphone configured to output a noise reference signal;

a speech characteristic value generator coupled to the speech reference

microphone and configured to determine a speech characteristic value, wherein

determining the speech characteristic value comprises determining an absolute value of

the autocorrelation of the speech reference signal;

a combined characteristic value generator coupled to the speech reference

microphone and the noise reference microphone and configured to determine a

combined characteristic value;

a voice activity metric module configured to determine a voice activity metric

based at least in part on the speech characteristic value and the combined characteristic

value; and

a comparator configured to compare the voice activity metric against a threshold

and output a voice activity state.

17. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the speech reference microphone

comprises a plurality of microphones.

18. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the speech characteristic value

generator is configured to determine a weighted average based on an exponential decay

of prior speech characteristic values.

19. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the combined characteristic value

generator is configured to determine a cross correlation based on the speech reference

signal and the noise reference signal.



20. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein the voice activity metric module is

configured to determine a ratio of the speech characteristic value to the noise

characteristic value.

2 1. An apparatus configured to detect voice activity, the apparatus

comprising:

means for receiving a speech reference signal;

means for receiving a noise reference signal;

means for determining an autocorrelation based on the speech reference signal;

means for determining a cross correlation based on the speech reference signal

and the noise reference signal;

means for determining a voice activity metric based in part on a ratio of the

absolute value of the autocorrelation of the speech reference signal to the cross

correlation; and

means for determining a voice activity state by comparing the voice activity

metric to at least one threshold.

22. The apparatus of claim 21, further comprising means for calibrating a

spectral response of a speech reference signal path to be substantially similar to a

spectral response of a noise reference signal path.

23. A computer-readable media including instructions that may be utilized

by one or more processors, the computer-readable media comprising:

instructions for determining a speech characteristic value based at least in part

on a speech reference signal from at least one speech reference microphone, wherein

determining the speech characteristic value comprises determining an absolute value of

the autocorrelation of the speech reference signal;

instructions for determining a combined characteristic value based at least in part

on the speech reference signal and a noise reference signal from at least one noise

reference microphone;

instructions for determining a voice activity metric based at least in part on the

speech characteristic value and the combined characteristic value; and



instructions for determining a voice activity state based on the voice activity

metric.

24. A circuit configured to detect voice activity, the circuit comprising:

a first section adapted to receive an output speech reference signal from a speech

reference microphone;

a second section adapted to receive an output reference signal from a noise

reference microphone;

a third section comprising a speech characteristic value generator coupled to the

first section configured to determine a speech characteristic value, wherein determining

the speech characteristic value comprises determining an absolute value of the

autocorrelation of the speech reference signal;

a fourth section comprising a combined characteristic value generator coupled to

the first section and the second section configured to determine a combined

characteristic value;

a fifth section comprising a voice activity metric module configured to

determine a voice activity metric based at least in part on the speech characteristic value

and the combined characteristic value; and

a comparator configured to compare the voice activity metric against a threshold

and output a voice activity state.

25. The circuit of claim 24, wherein any two sections in a group consisting

of the first section, second section, third section, fourth section, and fifth section are

comprised of similar circuitry.
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